
 

Two dimensional heterostructures composed
of layers with slightly different lattice vectors
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Imaging mechanism and spatial resolution of uMIM. (A) Measurement
configuration. Inset: Gross SEM image of the tip. (B) Calculated uMIM signals
as a function of the sample sheet resistance, assuming modified tip (see the
Supplementary Materials). Inset: Simulated quasi-static potential due to tip-
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sample interaction. Only half of the tip is shown. arb. u., arbitrary unit. (C)
Moiré lattice in a tDBG. λ denotes the moiré period. Red circles mark the ABBC
stacking, while green and yellow indicate either ABAB or ABCA. (D) uMIM
images of the moiré lattice in a tDBG with the magic angle twist of ~1.3°. The
stacking boundaries are superimposed onto the images, with the dots indicating
the stacking following the color code in (A). (E) uMIM signal profiles along the
white dashed arrows in (D), averaged over 20 pixels width. The locations of
different stacking are marked by colored dots. (F) A uMIM-Im image on a
tDBG with isolated moiré defects. (G) The signal profile along the white arrow
in (F). Credit: Science Advances, doi:10.1126/sciadv.abd1919

New periodic structures known as moiré lattices can be observed in two-
dimensional (2-D) heterostructures containing layers with slightly
different lattice vectors, which can in turn support new topological
phenomena. It is therefore important to obtain high-resolution imaging
of these moiré lattices and superstructures to understand the emerging
physics. In a new report now published in Science Advances, Kyunghoon
Lee and a team of scientists report the imaging process to view moiré
lattices and superstructures in graphene-based samples under ambient
conditions using scanning microwave impedance microscopy with
ultrahigh-resolution implementation. While the probe tip of the device
maintained a gross radius of 100 nm, the research team achieved a
spatial resolution better than 5 nm. This setup allowed direct
visualization of moiré lattices and the composite super-moiré. The
researchers also showed the artificial synthesis of new superstructures
arising from the interplay between diverse layers.

Topological physics and new quantum phenomena with moiré
lattices

Two-dimensional heterostructures composed of atomically thin
layers with slightly different lattice vectors can form moiré lattices
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with a large periodicity due to a large lattice mismatch or a small-
angle twist in the structure. Such architectures generate a new
length and energy scales in stacked 2-D materials to provide an
exciting new platform to engineer new correlated phenomena and
topological physics in van der Waals heterostructures.
Superstructures of moiré lattices can be formed when similar
lattice structures are stacked together to offer extra flexibility to
design new quantum phenomena. It is important to characterize the
moiré lattice and superstructures in a device configuration to
understand and control the rich moiré physics in 2-D
heterostructures.

Traditionally this can be accomplished with transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) techniques. But most methods require
specialized sample preparation protocols that are largely unsuited
to observe functional devices. Scanning microwave impedance
microscopy (sMIM) is an alternative and attractive moiré imaging
tool compared to existing methods, which combines the benefit of
spatial resolution with high sensitivity of local electrical properties
of the device. Lee et al. therefore demonstrated an ultra-high-
resolution implementation of sMIM, which they also named uMIM
to perform nanoscale imaging of moiré lattices and superstructures
of various graphene-based devices under ambient conditions.
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2049-7
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2049-7
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/transmission-electron-microscopy#:~:text=Microscopy%20Techniques&text=Transmission%20electron%20microscopy%20(TEM)%20is,liposomes%2C%20solid%20lipid%20nanoparticles).
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/scanning-tunneling-microscopy#:~:text=STM%20is%20used%20to%20give,surface%20and%20a%20metal%20tip.


 

  

Versatility of uMIM in imaging various graphene-based moiré lattices. The
lower row shows detailed uMIM-Im scans from each corresponding frame
in the upper row. (A) Commensurate, epitaxial monolayer graphene/hBN.
The FFT of (A) is shown as the inset. In the lower row, beige hexagons are
superimposed to the thin domain walls that result from the commensurate
transition in the graphene/hBN sample. (B) Near-0° tTG with relaxed ABA
and ABC domains. (C) Near-0° tDBG with relaxed ABAB and ABCA
domains. The upper row shows the large area scans of uMIM-Im signal.
Credit: Science Advances, doi:10.1126/sciadv.abd1919

Ultra-high-resolution scanning microwave impedance microscopy

Using the imaging probe, the team revealed several moiré
superstructures including a supermodulation of the moiré lattice and a
new Kagome-like moiré structure arising from the interplay between
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closely aligned twisted graphene and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)
layers. Such moiré superstructures can offer new avenues to engineer
quantum phenomena in van der Waals heterostructures. During the
experiments, the team used the microscope to probe the local complex 
tip-sample admittance. The observed tip-sample admittance depended on
the local sample conductivity and the team calculated the real and
imaginary uMIM signals (as uMIM-Re and uMIM-Im respectively). The
imaginary signal was informative to rapidly assess the local conductivity
since it increased monotonically with the sheet conductance of the
sample. The new analytical imaging method provided a microwave
version of the apertureless near-field optical microscopy method.
Although unlike the near-field microscope, the researchers performed
the experiments at contact mode where the electromagnetic coupling
between the tip and sample was highly localized at the apex of the tip.

  
 

  

Superstructures from tDBG and hBN moirés. (A to C) Super-moiré lattice: a
moiré-of-moirés. (A) uMIM-Im image. (B) The FFT image of (A). The dashed
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hexagons marked the first-order period of lower BG/hBN moiré (blue), BG/BG
moiré (red), and the emerging super-moiré (purple). (C) Fourier-filtered image
of the area inside the white dashed square in (A) based on the first-order moiré
spots. (D to G) The composite of triangular ABAB-ABCA domains in near-0°
tDBG with BG/hBN moiré. (D) uMIM-Im image. The BG/hBN moiré appears
enhanced near the domain borders. (E) The FFT image of (D). The insets show
the feature corresponding to the BG/hBN moiré (blue border) and triangular
network (red border). (F) Fourier-filtered image of the features corresponding to
the BG/hBN moiré. (G) Detailed image of a triangular domain. Credit: Science
Advances, doi:10.1126/sciadv.abd1919

Proof-of-concept with graphene-based systems

The team showed the capability of the imaging technique by viewing the
moiré superlattice in twisted double bilayer graphene (tDBG). They
resolved three different domains in the tDBG moiré lattice using distinct
signals to show the usefulness of the technique to identify fine structures
of moiré lattices in 2-D heterostructures based on local conductivity. To
demonstrate the spatial resolution capability of the method, Lee et al.
imaged moiré defects along the moiré lattice, and resolved the defects
with sub-5-nm resolution. This method outperformed other optical near-
field microscopes.

The scientists then showed the universal applicability of the method to
resolve moiré structures in a variety of graphene-based systems. For
example, the technique facilitated moiré observations in epitaxially
grown monolayer graphene/hBN (hexagonal boron nitride) samples,
synthesized using standard plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition.
The method also resolved the triangular domains in twisted trilayer
graphene (tTG) and twisted double bilayer graphene (tDBG). Apart from
conventional moiré lattices, the ultra-high sensitivity microscopic
method also allowed imaging of moiré superstructures from three
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underlying lattices with different lattice vectors, such as twisted double
bilayer graphene on hexagonal boron nitride (BG/BG/hBN). While such
heterostructures have been previously imaged with conventional
techniques, they remain to be observed in ambient conditions. The
topographic images showed modifications of the moiré structure, which
may lead to a modified electronic spectrum that eventually may need to
be included in theoretical calculations of the material's electronic
structure.

Investigating other moiré superstructures

Lee et al. then used the method to investigate other moiré
superstructures with desirable physical properties. For instance, the 
Kagome lattice has attracted notable attention as a platform to study
Hubbard physics due to the presence of flat bands and exotic quantum
and magnetic phases. However, Kagome lattice crystals are relatively
rare in nature, while they can be simulated via an optical superlattice in 
ultracold atom research. The team therefore developed a solid-state
Kagome-like moiré superlattice in BG/BG/hBN (twisted double bilayer
graphene on hexagonal boron nitride) systems and visualized a special
moiré composite via the imaging technique. The scientists examined the
resulting structure in detail and compared it with the expected structure
of an ideal Kagome lattice.
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Kagome-like moiré superstructure in tDBG/hBN. (A) Calculated moiré period of
BG/BG and BG/hBN stacks as a function of twist angle. The condition
λBG/BG/λBG/hBN = 2 is achieved at θ ≈ 0.6°. (B) The sample scheme to realize
Kagome-like moiré. The BG/hBN and BG/BG flakes are twisted by 0.6°, but the
hBN and the upper BG are aligned. (C) uMIM-Im image. (D) FFT of the image
in (C). The dashed hexagons mark the first-order spots of BG/hBN moiré (red)
and BG/BG moiré (blue). (E) Detailed uMIM-Im scan of Kagome-like moiré.
(F) Low-pass filtered image from the area inside the green square in (E). The
unit cell of the Kagome-like moiré is marked with a white diamond. (G) An
illustration of a trimerized Kagome lattice resembling the observed moiré. (H)
Calculated band structure of the Kagome-like moiré lattice. The high symmetry
points refer to that of the Brillouin zone of the BG/BG/hBN superstructure. The
blue arrow marks the flat bands near the Fermi level. Credit: Science Advances,
doi:10.1126/sciadv.abd1919

Outlook

In this way, Kyunghoon Lee and colleagues extensively demonstrated the
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use of an ultrahigh resolution scanning microwave impedance
microscope (sMIM) as a simple, high-throughput and noninvasive
method to characterize moiré superlattices and superstructures including
moiré defects. The team also tailored Kagome superlattices in multilayer
stacks of graphene-based van der Waals heterostructures. The superior
imaging technique will provide better understanding of the
heterostructure design paths to investigate their correlation with quantum
phenomena in advanced moiré superstructures.

  More information: 1. Lee K et al. Ultrahigh-resolution scanning
microwave impedance microscopy of moiré lattices and superstructures, 
Science Advances, 10.1126/sciadv.abd1919 

2. Chen G. et al. Tunable correlated Chern insulator and ferromagnetism
in a moiré superlattice, Nature, doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-2049-7

3. Utama M. I. B. et al. Visualization of the flat electronic band in
twisted bilayer graphene near the magic angle twist., Nature Physics, 
doi.org/10.1038/s41567-020-0974-x
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